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THE GRAPEVINE
Armando Diaz is leaving his post as global
head of execution services at Millennium
Management. In addition to overseeing

the New York multi-strategy shop’s tradeexecution staff, Diaz’s responsibilities
included assisting portfolio managers
in developing execution strategies
and managing relationships with
counterparties. He joined Millennium
in 2011 from Citigroup, where he headed
equity trading in the U.S. Diaz’s plans
are unknown. Taking over his duties at
Millennium is electronic-trading head
Owain Self, who arrived in 2014 from
UBS. The $30.4 billion Millennium is led
by Izzy Englander.
Libremax Capital has added two
members to its staff. Michael Fine joined
the New York firm as head of corporate

See GRAPEVINE on Back Page

Much-Anticipated Launch Fails Before Liftoff
White Ocean Advisors, a fund startup that attracted attention because of its partners’ pedigrees, abruptly shut down in the past week or so — before it had even
begun trading.
White Ocean was the brainchild of Matt Philo, a junk-bond specialist who previously ran a $22 billion portfolio for Mackay Shields, a unit of New York Life. Philo
signaled his intention to establish an institutional-scale business right from the start
by bringing in former Jefferies prime-brokerage chief Glen Dailey as chief operating
officer and a former colleague from Mackay Shields, Robert Enslein, as chief executive.
Service providers that expected to work with White Ocean received e-mails
from Philo in the past week or so notifying them that the firm no longer was in
business. It turns out that Daily and Enslein, who had started only a few months
earlier, resigned in June. At that point, the partners already had met with some 50
See FAILS on Page 4

Fewer Opportunities for Distressed-Debt Shops
Event-driven debt managers are struggling to book profits this year.
Among the managers with vehicles in the red are Candlewood Investment,
Knighthead Capital, Mudrick Capital and Stone Lion Capital.
Back in March, Knighthead founders Ara Cohen and Tom Wagner told investors “the universe of distressed situations continues to grow . . . This is the most
excited we have been about our portfolio and the market opportunity in some
time.”
But as of July 31, the Knighthead Master Fund was down 6.8% year to date, following a 1.2% loss in July — reflecting a difficult climate for distressed-debt investors
generally. The New York firm had $5.4 billion of regulatory assets heading into 2015.
New York-based Stone Lion, which started the year with about $1.7 billion,
posted losses in five of the first six months of 2014 for its Stone Lion Fund, which
was down 4.3% as of June 30. The fund also fell in the last four months of 2014, for
See DEBT on Page 5

Aristides Throws in the Towel on Union Point
Chris Aristides is pulling the plug on his Union Point Advisors just two years after
he began trading.
Aristides, formerly a portfolio manager at Partner Fund Management, built an
operation in San Mateo, Calif., that had a dozen investment professionals and
nearly $400 million under management as of yearend 2014. But by June, the firm
was liquidating its Union Point Opportunities Fund and returning investor capital.
Among its investors were multi-manager mutual funds run by Blackstone and Dreyfus, which got their money back last month.
The reasons for the move are a bit murky. A source pointed to Union Point’s large
staff, coupled with the fact that early backers paid discounted fees on a big chunk of
the firm’s overall assets. The mutual funds, too, paid comparatively low fees.
The departures of two key executives in March also may have been a factor, with
investor-relations head Wes Ogburn jumping to Columbia Threadneedle Investments
See TOWEL on Page 4
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Bank Targets $1 Billion for GP Stakes
The size and scope of a “succession-capital” fund planned
by Credit Suisse are coming into focus.
The bank aims to raise at least $1 billion for the private
equity vehicle, which would buy minority stakes in mature
fund-management firms whose principals want to begin
cashing out. The fund would invest perhaps $50 million to
$150 million per deal, targeting shops with $3 billion to $9
billion under management — though the range could shift.
In addition to hedge fund managers, Credit Suisse would
consider taking stakes in private equity firms and long-only
shops.
The bank has reached out to just a handful of prospective
investors so far, and a formal marketing campaign is unlikely
to begin for some months.
On Aug. 6, The Wall Street Journal reported that Credit
Suisse had hired former Stanford Management chief John
Powers to co-head the new business alongside Blackstone
managing director Anthony Maniscalco. Powers joined the
bank last month, while Maniscalco is set to arrive in the
fourth quarter. But there were few details about the fund
itself.
Sam Schwartz, head of the bank’s Asset Management
Finance unit, also is involved in the effort. That makes sense
given that AMF pursued essentially the same strategy until
2012, when it stopped making new investments as Credit
Suisse adjusted to new banking regulations. The AMF portfolio includes positions in 17 fund-management firms including Brigade Capital, Reservoir Capital and Tricadia Capital.
A key difference between AMF and the new initiative:
Credit Suisse capitalized AMF with balance-sheet capital
— an approach now restricted under the Dodd-Frank Act’s
Volcker Rule. That provision bars banks from investing more
than 3% of their assets in private funds, beyond an initial
two-year period when they can seed new vehicles.
On the fund-raising front, Credit Suisse will have its work
cut out for it, considering that Blackstone, Goldman Sachs
and Neuberger Berman’s Dyal Capital unit have raised a combined $6.4 billion for succession-capital vehicles in the past
year or so. Blackstone alone has raised $3.3 billion. Most of
the money has yet to be deployed.
All that dry powder could make it challenging for those
firms to wrest favorable terms from hedge fund principals.
Indeed, there are indications that valuations have become
inflated. Man Group chief executive Manny Roman told The
Wall Street Journal last month that the mergers-and-acquisitions market in the hedge fund arena is “way overheated.”
A particular challenge for Credit Suisse is that it will be
working with a new investment team. All of AMF’s deal makers have left for competitors including Alpha Strategic and
Blackstone.
On the plus side, Credit Suisse has a mergers-and-acquisitions unit with deep experience in the financial-service
sector. The bank also plans to draw on the expertise of its

prime-brokerage business for possible leads.
One thing that’s clear is that the new fund doesn’t plan to
buy any of the stakes currently held by AMF. That’s partly to
avoid potential conflicts of interest and partly because many
of the AMF investments are structured as 15-year revenuesharing agreements that soon will expire, rendering the positions worthless. 

Palisade Beefs Up Hedge Fund Unit
Palisade Capital, a small-cap specialist that runs $4.5 billion mainly in long-only portfolios, is pushing to expand its
alternative-investment business.
The Fort Lee, N.J., firm, whose founding partners started
out at Drexel Burnham Lambert in the 1970s-1980s, has been
showing investors in Europe a newly formed UCITS version
of its Palisade Long Short Equity Alpha Fund. An unidentified seed investor already is on board.
A UCITS — for Undertakings for Collective Investment
in Transferrable Securities — is the European equivalent of
a mutual fund, with strict rules on risk, liquidity and transparency that appeal to retail investors and institutions alike.
Palisade’s offering began trading on July 22.
Palisade launched its long/short equity program in 2013
via the acquisition of Hermes Advisors, founded by Paul
Flather in 1994. Flather continues to oversee that portion of
Palisade’s business, along with co-chief investment officer
Dennison “Dan” Veru. The hedge fund version had about $64
million under management, calculated on a gross basis, as of
March 31.
Meanwhile, Palisade is taking steps to beef up a convertible bond-arbitrage operation it has been running for more
than 10 years. Last month, the firm hired James White and
Kenneth Tananbaum, both with the title of senior vice president for convertible securities. They are working in Dallas.
White and Tananbaum join a convertible-arb team led by
senior portfolio manager Elliot Stiefel. Both recruits previously served as consultants to Palisade, and worked together
at Tugar Capital, a convertible-arbitrage shop Tananbaum
founded in 2006.
As of March 31, Palisade was running $658 million of
gross assets in hedge funds, out of a firm-wide total of $5.2
billion of gross assets, according to Hedge Fund Alert’s Manager Database. The firm also manages four private equity
vehicles.
Palisade is led by chairman Martin Berman, who worked as
a stock broker at a predecessor to Drexel Burnham starting in
1970. While there, he met Veru and Palisade co-chief investment officer Jack Feiler. They were later joined at Drexel by
Berman’s brother, Steven Berman, now vice chairman of Palisade.
When Drexel shut down in 1990, the team moved to Smith
Barney, where they established an autonomous investment
unit dubbed Whiffletree Capital. They left Smith Barney in
1995 to form Palisade. 
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New DE Shaw Debt Fund Draws LPs
The latest installment of D.E. Shaw’s Alkali fund series has
taken in at least $200 million so far.
In a note to investors this month, the $37 billion firm also
disclosed that it aims to raise a total of $750 million for the
vehicle, which like its predecessors invests in a mix of distressed bonds and loans.
“Alkali 3 has deployed approximately $75 million into the
opportunity set already and continues to work through a substantial pipeline of potential deals,” the firm wrote. “We expect
to accept additional capital commitments over the next several
quarters as we continue to pursue our targeted fund size.”
D.E. Shaw launched the series in 2012 with the aim of buying devalued mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities,
nonperforming loans and other forms of distressed debt. Alkali
Fund 2 debuted in 2013. With the third fund, the manager
expects to pay particular attention to European loans and U.S.
residential mortgage bonds.
The vehicles are managed by the firm’s asset-backed securities team, led by former Lehman Brothers structured-finance
specialist Richard McKinney. The funds have a closed-end
structure and function more like private equity vehicles, with
draw-down mechanisms and “intermediate-duration” lives of
perhaps 5-8 years. 

ETF Firm Enters Hedge Fund Fray
Vident Financial, a small advisor of exchange-traded funds,
is branching into alternative-investment strategies.
The Roswell, Ga., firm, which advises four ETFs with $1.5
billion of assets, on Aug. 7 converted one to a long/short format. It also plans to launch the first of a series of hedge funds
this month or in September. The new-look ETF and the
planned hedge fund were designed by a new San Francisco unit
called WeatherStorm Capital, which is led by Shirish Malekar
and Andrew Alden.
The unit’s first hedge fund, WeatherStorm Global Macro Fund,
will follow a mix of quantitative and discretionary approaches.
The vehicle will hold long and short positions in stocks and
bonds, with hedges to protect against extreme market declines.
The fund also will strive to profit by trading futures on currencies, commodities, fixed-income and equity indices. The firm is
just beginning to reach out to investors about the offering.
WeatherStorm also is preparing two long/short equity funds
— one focused on U.S. stocks and another on global stocks. It
aims to launch both vehicles by the end of the first quarter of
2016.
The ETF that adopted a long/short equity strategy is the
newly renamed WeatherStorm Forensic Accounting LongShort ETF (symbol: FLAG). Until last week, the tiny vehicle,
with $13 million of assets, was called the Forensic Accounting
Fund and took only long positions in stocks. As now constituted, the systematic fund selects from stocks in the 500 largest U.S. companies, taking long positions in what it considers
those with the most sustainable revenues and valuations, while

shorting those with the most red flags indicating aggressive
accounting and revenue-recognition practices.
In March, Vident hired Malekar and Alden from Lattice
Strategies of San Francisco to launch its alternative-investment
business. Lattice had focused solely on a wealth-management
business until 2012, when it hired Malekar, who then led that
firm’s expansion into exchange-traded funds.
Malekar previously worked at Six Seasons Global Asset
Management, Allianz Global Investors, Wells Capital and Pimco.
In 2013, while at Lattice, Malekar recruited Alden, who previously worked at Canada Pension Plan and Guggenheim Partners.
WeatherStorm has an investment staff of seven, most also
working on Vident’s ETFs. In San Francisco, the investment
staff consists of Malekar, who is chief investment officer; Alden,
who heads quantitative research; and new hire Orion Poon, who
focuses on U.S. long/short equities and spent eight years at
family office RBF Capital. 

Quiet Start for Macro Offering
Global-macro shop R-Squared Macro Management has
launched its first commingled fund, later than expected and
with less capital than it hoped to raise.
The Birmingham, Ala., firm started trading its R-Squared
Global Alpha Fund 1 at the end of last month with $10.5 million. It had been aiming for a March launch with $50 million.
R-Squared’s fund is geared toward institutional investors. A
predecessor business reported to the SEC in early 2014 that it
was running 13 separate accounts with $5.5 million of gross
assets, mostly for friends and family members.
The fund was set up to run a portfolio of liquid instruments
from 40 developed and emerging nations worldwide.
The original version of R-Squared was founded in 2012 by
marketing head Emma Dinsmore and chief investment officer
Ankur Patel. Dinsmore previously was a development analyst
at spa operator Equinox. Patel, who also is chief executive, previously spent a year as a fixed-income trader at Bridgewater
Associates.

Despite the small size of its fund, R-Squared has a relatively
large staff working on the vehicle. The personnel, many of
whom arrived in the past year, mostly have little or no experience in investment management. The apparent thinking was to
have a bigger workforce that Patel could guide from day one,
rather than starting small and bringing in more-experienced
professionals as additional capital arrives.
R-Squared’s chief financial officer is Jeff Tolbert, who worked
at medical-transportation company AirMed International until
March 2014. Kali McNutt is handling marketing under Dinsmore. She started in February, after a stop at the Foreign Policy
Initiative.

Also on board is former Citigroup investment-banking
analyst Tia Davis, who started this July. Ben Atnipp, Geoffrey

Bostany, Peter Johnsen, John Matthews, Julian van der Made
and Meredith Persico are entry-level analysts. Several of the
staffers are fellows of Venture for America, which trains recent

college graduates for work at startup companies. 
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Managed-Futures Program Hits Stride

Fails ... From Page 1

Managed-futures specialist Kettera Strategies is quickly
signing up clients for a multi-manager program that invests via
separate accounts.
The year-old operation, formerly known as Typhon Access,
currently has $90 million of assets deployed among 40 managed-futures firms. But it’s on track to have $200 million under
management by yearend, thanks in part to a marketing deal it
signed this month with a firm in South Korea.
Chicago-based Kettera, led by Jon Stein, also continues to
expand the menu of managers it offers to clients. Among the
most recent additions: Rotella Capital of Chicago, Salient Partners of Houston and FX Vision of Zug, Switzerland.
To help manage the growth, Stein last month hired Dmitri
Alexeev as director of research. Alexeev previously worked as a
programmer at data tracker Hedge Fund Research, and before
that was chief investment officer at fund-of-funds shop Dear-

prospective investors about a planned bond fund dubbed
White Ocean Capital.
What went wrong? Sources cited personality clashes among
Philo, Dailey and Enslein. The differences were serious enough
that the three quickly concluded they couldn’t work together.
They agreed to part ways on the same day in June when the SEC
accepted the firm’s registration as an investment advisor.
It’s unclear what Philo, Dailey and Enslein plan to do next
— or whether the unraveling of White Ocean might complicate
their efforts to find new work.
The hedge fund industry has seen its fair share of partner
feuds. Among the high-profile breakups: SAC Capital founder
Steve Cohen forced out an early partner, Ken Lissak, in the
1990s; star trader Krishen Sud split with Galleon Group founder
Raj Rajaratnam in 2001; and Camulos Capital co-founder William Seibold sued partners Richard Brennan and Richard Holahan in 2009, with a nasty legal battle ensuing.
What’s unusual in White Ocean’s case is that the feud erupted
only a few months after the partners began working together.
Philo left Mackay last year for what the company characterized as personal reasons. He had been on board since 1996,
most recently as head of its high-yield bond division and cohead of its broader fixed-income unit. Mackay runs $92 billion
overall.
Dailey’s connection to Enslein dates back to 2006, when
they joined Jefferies to build a prime-brokerage business under
Dailey’s leadership, with Enslein overseeing capital introduction. Enslein left in 2008 to become a partner at Loeb Capital.
Most recently, he was a managing director at Mackay.
Dailey, meanwhile, stuck around at Jefferies until mid-2014.
He earlier gained widespread recognition in the industry as cohead of Bank of America’s prime-brokerage unit.
White Ocean apparently had no other employees. Its first
and only SEC filing as an investment advisor reports a total
staff of three, including one investment professional. 

born Capital.

Stein co-founded Kettera with James Koutoulas in July 2014
to fill a void left by the collapse of AlphaMetrix in October 2013.
Kettera bought out Koutoulas’ stake in May.
AlphaMetrix offered clients separate-account access to hundreds of commodity-trading advisors and managed-futures
investors before financial difficulties forced it to shut down. In
December 2014, the Chicago firm paid $5.6 million to settle
CFTC charges that it had misappropriated funds. 

Family Oﬃce & Private Wealth
Management Forum - West

October 28-30, 2015 / Napa Valley Marriott, Napa, CA

Towel ... From Page 1
and stock picker Kenn Tarantino joining Balyasny Asset Management.
As part of the Private Wealth Series, the Family Oﬃce/Private Wealth Management
Forum West is Opal's premier West Coast conference in North America for high net
worth individuals and family oﬃces. This event will explore the challenges and
opportunities associated with investing in emerging markets, alternative
investments, real estate, direct energy, venture capital, numerous other asset
classes and will also address many of the softer issues related to the family oﬃce
such as tax and regulation, asset protection, philanthropy, structuring a family
oﬃce, and many more.
Sponsorship and Exhibiting Opportunities are Available
If you are interested in attending, sponsoring, speaking or exhibiting at this event,
please call 212-532-9898 or email info@opalgroup.net
Register
To register, visit us online at
www.opalgroup.net or email us at
marketing@opalgroup.net
ref code: FOPWWA1502

As for performance, Union Point’s 2014 return was in the
low single digits. That may have hindered recent efforts to raise
fresh capital, though the modest gains apparently didn’t trigger
significant redemptions.
Aristides, who specializes in technology, media and telecommunications stocks, got off to a strong start with Union
Point. He launched in July 2013, and by September had filled
more than half of a $200 million founders share class. By the
end of 2014, Union Point was running $386 million.
At Partner Fund Management, Aristides ran the PFM
Technology Fund, which returned investor capital upon his
departure. He also contributed to the firm’s flagship multistrategy fund, giving him responsibility for about $800 million overall. 
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Asia Manager Open for Business
Haibo Yu’s new hedge fund shop is up and running.
Working through his New York-based NauVista Capital, the
former Boodell & Co. partner started trading a vehicle called

Nauvista Capital Partners on Aug. 1 with $1.9 million. He is
employing a narrowly focused strategy encompassing long and
short positions in the stocks of healthcare-related companies
operating in Asia, including China.
Yu joined Boodell in 2011, shortly after the firm’s founding
by Peter Boodell, and remained on board until the operation
shut down at yearend 2014. Boodell, which was running $74
million as of early 2014, also concentrated on investments in
Asia. Yu earlier worked at Plural Investments, Principled Capital, McKinsey & Co. and BP.
Healthcare-focused funds have performed well in recent
years. So have vehicles that invest in China, even after the country’s recent stock-market downturn. Hedge Fund Research’s
HFRI Technology/Healthcare Index has produced a 36-month
annualized return of 19.3%. The HFRI Emerging Markets:
China Index has a 36-month annualized return of 14.3%. 

Baupost Alum Readies for Launch
Equity specialist Miguel Fidalgo, whose former employers
include Baupost Group and Farallon Capital, is starting his own
hedge fund shop.
Fidalgo is calling his Boston firm Triarii Capital. The operation
will focus on the stocks of distressed companies in Europe.
Fidalgo began setting up the firm this month. It’s unclear when
he hopes to launch a fund, or how much capital he expects to raise.
Fidalgo most recently worked as a managing director at Baupost, the $31.7 billion equity shop led by Seth Klarman. He arrived
at the Boston firm in 2011 from Farallon, a San Francisco fund
shop founded by Tom Steyer. Fidalgo’s former employers also
include Noonday Asset Management and Citigroup. 

Debt ... From Page 1
a full-year loss of 3.2%.
The Candlewood Special Situations Fund was down 2.5% as
of July 15, while the Mudrick Distressed Opportunity Fund had
fallen a whopping 9.7% as of July 24, according to performance
data aggregated by HSBC. Other distressed-debt vehicles showing
losses include King Street Capital’s main fund, down 0.9% as of
July 24, and Contrarian Capital’s offshore fund, down 1.1% as of
June 30.
Hedge Fund Research’s HFRI Event Driven: Distressed/
Restructuring Index was down 5.9% for the 12 months ended July
31. The index was essentially flat for the first seven months of this
year.
Distressed-debt managers had a field day in the years immediately following the 2008 market crash, but the number of investment opportunities offering high profit potential have since
dwindled. Much of the legacy debt that was downgraded to junk
status during the credit crisis is trading at par again. And the rest

has been well picked over.
“This space as a whole is muted at the moment,” said a source
who follows event-driven debt managers. “I think investors look
at investments as going through cycles, and there is a point in the
cycle where distressed underperforms. I think it’s that point in the
cycle.”
In Knighthead’s case, the losses were tied mainly to a position in Patriot Coal, which filed for bankruptcy on May 12 for the
second time in three years. An investor group led by Knighthead
took control of the company after it emerged from its first bankruptcy reorganization in 2013.
An institutional investor noted that a number of funds have
been hurt by unfavorable court decisions affecting widely held
trades. In May, for example, the values of bonds issued by bankrupt
telecommunications giant Nortel Networks tanked in response to
rulings in both Canada and the U.S. And the following month, J.P.
Morgan won a decision that shielded it from potentially billions of
dollars of claims for the failure of Washington Mutual.
“All of this happened as broader credit was selling off and portfolio managers were repositioning to buy bonds that sold off,” the
investor said. “Holders have also been selling to raise capital to
gear up for energy distress.” 

Correction
An Aug. 5 article, “Shrinking MeehanCombs Seeks Deal,” misrepresented the resume of MeehanCombs co-founder Matt Meehan. He never worked at Alden Global. 
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JOIN TOP U.K., E.U. AND U.S.
POLICY MAKERS AND REGULATORS
AT MANAGED FUNDS ASSOCIATION’S
GLOBAL SUMMIT 2015

October 27, 2015 | The May Fair | London

MFA’S GLOBAL SUMMIT IS A DAY OF FOCUSED CONTENT
FOR U.K. AND E.U. FUND MANAGERS SEEKING CLARITY
ON WHAT THEY NEED TO KNOW ABOUT INVESTING IN U.S.
CAPITAL MARKETS.
Global Summit will provide guidance and information on a variety of U.S. and global operation
and compliance issues with input from senior U.S., U.K. and E.U. policy makers, fund managers
and leading industry experts. The content will focus on timely regulatory and operational issues
and deliver practical advice that managers can implement immediately from an operational
standpoint.

FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO
MANAGEDFUNDS.ORG/EVENTS/GLOBAL SUMMIT
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LATEST LAUNCHES
LATEST LAUNCHES
Portfolio managers,
Management company

Fund

Tourbillon Global Long Alpha Fund Jason Karp
Domicile: U.S.
Tourbillon Capital,
New York
212-554-2500
ir@tourbilloncap.com

Equity at
Launch
Launch
(Mil.)

Strategy

Service providers

Equity: long bias

Prime brokers: Morgan Stanley
and UBS
Auditor: PricewaterhouseCoopers
Administrator: Northern Trust

July 1

To view all past Latest Launches entries, subscribers can click on the Databases tab at HFAlert.com

Emerging Managers
Summit South
November 5-6, 2015 / Sheraton Austin Hotel at the Capitol, Austin, TX

The RFP Boot Camp
for Asset Managers
Maximize Your Win Rate with an Intensive Update in the
Latest Proposal Writing and Consultant Database Skills
September 21, 2015

This event will explore the benef its and opportunities oﬀered by
investing in emerging managers as well as new strategies for
implementing an emerging managers program. If you are an
emerging manager, you will learn the procedures used by
institutions to launch and maintain successful emerging
manager programs.
Sponsorship and Exhibiting Opportunities are Available
If you are interested in attending, sponsoring, speaking or exhibiting at this
event, please call 212-532-9898 or email info@opalgroup.net

Register
To register, visit us online at
www.opalgroup.net or email us at
marketing@opalgroup.net

Opal Financial Group
Your Link to Investment Education

Boston, MA

This very special event has been carefully
designed to provide the interaction with
industry experts you need to update your
tool kit and provide answers to your most
pressing questions. Let our distinguished
speaking faculty impart the skills and
insight that will help you put your
company in the best possible position to
win.

Mention FMP112 for 15%

As an extra feature, we will look at
the most effective approaches to DDQ
responses.

To Register: Call 800-280-

Registration Discount

8440 or visit us at
www.frallc.com
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Fortress Investment and Bear Stearns.

THE GRAPEVINE
... From Page 1

credit-product investments. He
previously covered distressed debt as
an analyst at Carlson Capital, and before
that worked in a similar role at Gracie
Capital. Meanwhile, Cassandra Hendry
signed on as a member of Libremax’s
marketing and investor-relations team.
She previously worked at Casey Quirk
& Associates. More additions could
come in the next 3-6 months, Libremax
said in a letter to investors last week.
The firm, led by Fred Brettschneider
and Greg Lippmann, specializes in
structured-product investments. It had
$4.1 billion under management as of
March 1.
Daniel Silvers has left his post as president of SpringOwl Asset Management to

start a new opportunistic-investment
shop. Silvers is calling his New York
operation Matthews Lane Capital.
Silvers spent six years at SpringOwl and
predecessor Ader Investment. He earlier
held the title of president at Western
Liberty Bancorp, and spent time at

Spring Owl, led by activist investor
Jason Ader, had $278 million under
management at the end of last year.

Former Perella Weinberg Partners executive Wilder Harvard landed at equity
shop Vernier Capital this month as head
of marketing and investor relations.
Harvard left Perella Weinberg in July,
after three-and-a-half years on board.
New York-based Vernier was founded
in 2014 by former Goldman Sachs proprietary trader Ram Venkateswaran. It
had $174 million under management at
yearend 2014.
Tourbillon Capital has hired a chief compliance officer. Naama Rosen arrived at

Park Presidio Capital added an equity

Credit-product investor South Ferry
Capital has a new chief compliance officer. Greg Farrington started at the New
York firm on July 20. South Ferry was
managing $231 million as of July 23.

the New York equity shop last month.
Rosen previously advised hedge fund
managers and other investment firms
as a special counsel at law firm Schulte
Roth, where she worked for 12 years.
Tourbillion is led by Jason Karp. It was
managing $3 billion as of May 31.
analyst to its staff at the beginning of
the month. The recruit, Stephen Tang,
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Deloitte has added a sales specialist to

its investment-management practice in
San Francisco. The recruit, Rob Cleary,
handles client-relationship duties involving hedge fund managers, private equity
firms and other asset managers on the
West Coast. He arrived in July from a J.P.
Morgan unit that offers cash-management services to clients. His exit from the
bank coincided with efforts to cull hedge
fund-related cash positions from its
balance sheet in response to the Bank for
International Settlements’ Basel 3 rules.

TO SUBSCRIBE

Exp. date:

previously covered private equity deals
during a three-year stint at Fortress
Investment. Before that, he was at J.P.
Morgan. Park Presidio is led by former
Farallon Capital executives Lee Hicks
and Jan Koerner. The San Francisco
firm, which follows a value-oriented
strategy in stocks and commodities,
was running $467 million at yearend
2014.
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